
 

Embark on an enchanting voyage through the sun-
drenched hills of Castelli Romani, a picturesque region 
south of Rome in the heart of Lazio, and immerse yourself 
in the allure of "Spumante Silvestri Brut" from the distin-
guished Cantine Silvestri.  

This sparkling treasure, meticulously curated by the vision-
ary winemaker Alfredo Silvestri, is a radiant expression of 
the esteemed Chardonnay grape, casting a luminous spell 
with its clear pale lemon appearance. Nestled amidst the 
undulating landscapes and historic vineyards of Castelli 
Romani, this elixir embodies the essence of a region known 
for its rich viticultural heritage and volcanic soils. 

As the first glimpse into this terroir-rich elixir, the aroma 
unfolds with captivating clarity, boasting a pronounced in-
tensity that hints at the sensory splendors that lie within. A 
symphony of Chamomile, Blossom, Apple, Gooseberry, 
Lemon, Lime juice, and Peach graces the olfactory senses, a 
poetic ode to the sun-drenched vineyards that birthed this 
youthful masterpiece.  

The hills of Castelli Romani, with their ancient allure and 
panoramic vistas, contribute to the wine's character, infus-
ing each grape with the unique terroir essence. 

On the palate, "Spumante Silvestri Brut" reveals its true 
brilliance—a dry character, elevated by a refreshing surge 
of high acidity that dances gracefully with a medium level 
of alcohol. The wine's medium body is enrobed in a 
creamy mousse, a luxurious embrace that caresses the pal-
ate with every sip.  

The primary flavor characteristics mirror the aromatic opu-
lence, offering a harmonious fusion of Chamomile, Blos-
som, Apple, Gooseberry, pear drop, Lemon, Lime juice, 
and Peach. As the palate indulges in this symphony, a sec-
ondary layer of Biscuit and toast emerges, adding a de-
lightful complexity that elevates the tasting experience to 
extraordinary heights. 

The journey reaches its zenith with a medium-long finish, a 
lingering testament to the enduring excellence encapsulat-
ed in each drop.  

"Spumante Silvestri Brut" stands as an unequivocal testa-
ment to the mastery of Alfredo Silvestri, a sparkling jewel 
that not only reflects the artistry of the winery but also em-
bodies the grace of the Chardonnay grape amidst the Ro-
man hills. As you raise your glass to Cantine Silvestri, a fu-
sion of tradition and innovation unfolds—a sparkling mas-
terpiece that encapsulates the essence of the Roman ter-
roir in every effervescent bubble.  

Cheers to a sensory odyssey, where each sip narrates a sto-
ry of passion, dedication, and the unparalleled joy of Italian 
winemaking, rooted in the historic and enchanting land-
scapes of Castelli Romani. 

Spumante Silvestri Brut 

Reading instruction: The following should be read out loud with a sense of pathos and a certain level of pomposity! 

http://www.thecowine.com/

